Comparison of the Progress of Tech vs LA issue in 5000-8000
Scale in Pay Parity with Lighting Assistant
Under Previous Leadership

Under present Leadership

1983-1995 pay parity with Lighting
Assistants in 4500-7000 or
corresponding scales.

LA got scales of 5000-8000 w.e.f.
01.01.96 in 2012 and 2013.

(01.01.1996 onwards parity was
restored through 25/02/1999 Order)
ARTEE filed case in CAT and
defeated.
ARTEE filed Writ petition in High
Court and defeated.
ARTEE filed SLP in Hon'ble High
Court and defeated.
It took 12 years.

ARTEE filed case OA 4424/2014 for all
with Deepak S as Applicant and
President for ARTEE Members in
December 2014.
Ashok Yadav case OA 1861/2014 was
already filed, henceforth we were
issued a speaking order that our case
will be considered as per outcome of
Ashok Yadav Case. It was decided on
01th April 2015 and it was granted
Notionally.
On 08.09.2015, DoLA advised to grant
it Notionally including ARTEE case
and this was the turning point

ADTEA won in High Court and
Hon'ble Supreme Court on 10th Jan
2013.
Ashok Yadav filed Review Application
148/2015 which was also dismissed.
The order issued on 14th March
2015. It took 14 months.
In Ashok Yadav Case DG AIR issued
order on 08.07.2016. After this ARTEE
There were no Organizational
file moved .
efforts to solve this issue which
was having financial implications of
Two times query was done by
36 Lakhs only.
Department of expenditure because
of Individual Cases.
So it took 12 years, under the
leadership of Sh. Anilkumar S to
It took only 10 Months for the present
settle a benefit which could not
leadership to get this benefit
fetch any benefit to Members.
extended to 1845+ Tech/Sr.Tech in
5000-8000 scale w.e.f. 01.01.1996 with
(Previous leadership took 12 years
arrears from April 2015.
for 1983-95 in 4500-7000 scale
which could not give any benefit)

